
December 20, 2009 
Merry Christmas--You're Fired! 
 
Well, my hopes that the big shake up at the Tribal Court was that the faux 
Judges, those who have no law degrees (real ones, not the 6 mo. How to be a 
Legal Assistant Bull pucky that June Gourd proudly hangs on her wall), that those 
judges would be dismissed and real scholars would be in their places.  
 
Nope. Nope. And Nope. Apparently, the only person to be fired, and apparently 
without any warning, was the Court Clerk, Myra Hunt.  Supposedly, this was 
because Myra released a check to someone who owed money on Child support. 
I am hearing that she did this at the direction of June Gourd.  June Gourd, not 
willing to be accountable for her own major errors, has laid this on the clerk as if 
the clerk could or would be able to do this on their own.  
 
It's just an excuse mind you. It is not anything anyone could or would be fired for. 
Rather, Naked Lawn Ornament wanted to give a high paying job to a friend of 
hers. She wants Mary Cavenaugh to be the "Chief Judge". Does Mary have any 
qualifications? Or is being a pal to NLO the only requirement needed?  
 
I hear NLO also took her to Palm Springs, at Tribal expense, just to have 
company to party with. That would not surprise me.  
 
I am still waiting to get more info on this. Too bad it was business as usual and 
the Tribal Council just let this blow by them like a prairie breeze.  
 
Oh, and Merry Christmas to Mary Cavenaugh. I see Santa has been very 
good...to YOU. 
 
Four Winds Stinks 
 
For years, almost as long as I have been writing this blog, in fact, I have been 
hearing horror stories about Four Winds corruption.  
 
Teachers not allowed to teach, students allowed to waltz into and out of classes 
at will. Never discipline a student related to the Turdclan... you can be fired. Let 
them run the classes.  
 
I know that basket ball is like the biggest thing out there. When the team got to 
State, the entire rez could talk about nothing else. With so little to make a 
community proud, the winning ways of the team brought a real sense of pride to 
the rez.  
 
The team was led by Rick Smith, Athletic Director.  
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Rick Smith was fired, recently, over the whole ineligibility of one player issue.  
 
I am told it was a minor infraction. A player was ineligible by 6 months. Not like 
he was "a 21-year old or anything like that." as one writer puts it. Apparently, the 
kid was allowed to play in the spirit of what sports are to be about. Let me explain 
from what I have been told: 
 
The kid had a few rough patches and sports was about all he had to look forward 
to. He was allowed to play as he finished out his Senior Year. This kid was 
suspended or expelled for a semester early on in his high school years, this 
'technically' cancels out his eligibility to play sports for the duration of that time he 
is deemed ineligible. 
 
I have a lot of questions over all of this. If anyone can clear this up or has another 
take on it, let me know.  
 
My problem with the whole Basket Ball thing is, basically, the corruption 
apparent. The players, many still in their uniforms, partying (see the Thistles 
pages), drinking and getting stoned.  Also, along with them, people who were 
supposed to be "mentors" to these young men, supplying the party, the drugs, 
the alcohol.  
 
These kids are held up as heroes to the community, all the while being misled, 
encouraged into behaviors that are damaging, illegal and hardly what you would 
want in the role models these sports heroes are supposed to be for the 
community. Especially for the younger kids who line up, in adoration, to shake 
their hands.  
 
I am no fan of the Smith Family. I have, many times, gone after their most 
famous family member, Slime Smith, the chronic drunk who heartlessly ran over 
an old man and left him to die on the road. Then he fled the scene and went 
either to the Marina or to his grandmother's house (depending on who is telling 
the story) to wash the evidence off his bumper and grill. He was arrested, bailed 
out and has yet to go to court.  
 
Won't matter if he does. If it is Tribal Court, we can pretty much figure how that 
will turn out.  
 
The point is this: If you are going to fire someone, do it right. Do it for the Right 
Reasons. Do it thru a legitimate process.  
 
I don't know if Rick Smith is related to Slime, but I suspect they are related. He 
was everyone's hero when the team excelled and they went to State. Everyone 
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ignored the partying and the drinking and drugging. You all turned a blind eye to 
it because you didn't want to know.  
 
There was plenty to confront the School, Athletic Dept., and the entire Basket 
Ball team on, long ago. But as long as everyone needed 'heroes' everything was 
ignored. Even when Money Mike was killed after a  party at Kalum Yankton's 
house where he was given all the meth and alcohol he could take.  
 
I am told that he left the party, chased by Kalum Yankton and others, and his 
vehicle rammed until he went into the lake. Missing for over a week before 
Bentley Grey Bear would allow anyone to search for him. Good job, Bentley-- in 
case I haven't told you before. Good effing job. Bentley, at the time, was taking 
his orders directly from Poopsie, the incest father to Kalum.  
 
Heroes died, kids are posting pictures of their Basketball team getting loaded, 
and the adults who are supposed to be supervising them -- contributing their 
delinquency.  
 
No one gets fired. No one. Not even the guys in the photos posted all over the 
web. 
 
Suddenly, with a minor infraction, and the team nowhere near a championship, 
Rick Smith is fired.  
 
I just don't get it.  
 
Why can't or should I ask, why WON'T the tribe insist on procedures being 
followed? You know, a standard that holds everyone equally accountable? Why 
won't the Tribe, especially the new Tribal Council, insist on FAIR PLAY?  
 
Is it because they like the idea of people holding jobs or being fired based solely 
on favoritism? How does that give anyone confidence in their government? How 
does that give anyone a sense of security in their community?  
 
Especially when it comes to the kids. I want the Sports department to excel. I 
want them to engage the kids in a higher level of activity, sportsmanship and 
raise their self-esteem. I don't want them exploited for their talents and then led 
down a path that will only destroy any chances of them finding a real life after 
high school.  
 
I want the heroes of Spirit Lake Nation to be real enough that everyone can feel 
good about them. Everyone can use them as a role model for those who are 
growing up in the community.  
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Education should be foremost. When your scholars return from universities and 
they have acquired the skills and the knowledge to make things better in Spirit 
Lake, use the structures of Fair Play to put them in positions that will make it 
better for everyone in the community, not just for the favored few.  
 
Sports are great-- but only if they lead to self-esteem, and sense of fair play.  
 
Demand that your Tribal Council rid the court of the unqualified. NOW.  
 
Demand that your Schools adhere to real rules. Not just the arbitrary hiring and 
firing, mostly directed by bimbos like Beasley Greywater and her family. What is 
she doing on the School Board anyways?  
 
Demand that all these positions of appointment or hire rest on the real 
educational qualifications, certifications, and on passing a real drug test. Not the 
Pay-to-Pass scheme currently run by Chuckles and Mary Sleeps-With-Everyone.  
 
Insist on the kids who are playing sports, in the school, pass drug and alcohol 
tests--regularly. They love the sports and that may be the one thing that makes 
them decide to not go down that dark road, this time. Give them a reason to NOT 
do drugs.  
 
I feel bad for those who got fired, apparently without procedure or warnings. I do. 
I also find it interesting that the people who write to me about these things are 
often people who ignore it and do nothing about it until it affects them personally, 
or someone they care about.  
 
It is time that all of you take an interest in what goes on out there. Don't wait until 
it is YOUR TURN to have a complaint. Everyone out there knows something and 
everyone keeps their mouth shut until what has been happening to everyone 
else, happens to them.  
 
The way to prevent it is to stop it now. The way to stop it now is to stand up for 
those who are speaking up and telling the truth. Stand up with those who are 
standing up for what is right. Stand up now, because when it is your turn, you will 
be knocked down and looking around for someone to stand up for you. I may be 
the only one, and I am not enough.  
 
You know where to find me. 
 
~Cat 


